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Week   summary:  

This   week   in   science   we   took   a   closer   look   at   coral   through   a   documentary   called   Chasing   Coral  
which   is   based   off   of   Chasing   Ice.   They   discovered   that   the   temperature   of   the   ocean   went   up   by  
4   fahrenheit   which   makes   it   too   hot   for   coral   to   survive.   This   shows   us   how   coral   is   also   getting  

affected   by   climate   change   because   as   more   heat   gets   produced   the   coral   start   to   rapidly   die.  
They   start   to   rapidly   die   because   the   algae   is   leaving   the   corals   skeleton   which   is   makes   the   coral  
look   white   which   we   call   coral   bleaching.   After   surviving   a   little   while   the   coral   becomes   dead  
and   a   different   type   of   algae   is   grown   on   the   coral   skeletons   which   shows   it   is   dead.   Overall,   we  

learned   a   lot   about   the   different   things   that   happen   to   coral.   
 
 
Tuesday   
On   Tuesday   we   started   to   learn   about   coral   reefs.   Mrs.   Caruso   explained  
what   we   were   going   to   be   doing   for   the   day.   She   told   us   to   finish   and  
submit   our   Exploration   Gizmo.   After   we   all   turned   it   in   she   started   to  
explain   about   coral.   

 
Wednesday   
On   Wednesday   we   looked   more   into   Coral   by   looking   at   the   before   and  
after   pictures   of   a   coral   reef.   There   was   a   huge   difference   by   how   the   coral   was   vivid   and   how  
the   coral   was   white.   The   water   colors   were   different   too.   The   before   was   like   normal   water   nice  
and   blue,   but   the   after   was   darker   and   less   clear.   We   each   came   up   with   a   question   and   Mrs.  
Caruso   posted   a   padlet   on   classroom   which   we   all   posted   our   questions   on.   Lastly,   Mrs.   Caruso  
started   to   play   Chasing   Coral   on   Netflix.   As   we   watched   we   had   to   take   notes   and   we   didn’t   get  
far   into   Chasing   Coral   because   we   were   almost   at   the   end   of   class   when   we   started   it.   
 
Thursday  
On   Thursday   we   did   a   recap   about   what   we   saw   yesterday   on   Chasing   Coral   so   far.   Next,   on   the  
same   padlet   as   yesterday   we   wrote   down   two   more   questions   about   the   coral   reef   that   we   had.  
Lastly,   we   watched   some   more   of   the   documentary   as   we   still   took   notes   in   our   notebook.  
 
Friday  
On   Friday   we   just   finished   up   taking   notes   and   the   Chasing   Coral.   I   learned   a   lot   more   than   I  
thought   I   was   going   to   this   week   even   with   having   a   snow   day   on   Monday.   The   Chasing   Coral  
documentary   was   very   helpful   on   what   was   happening   to   the   coral   reefs.   
 
This   was   our   week   in   science   class.  
3-D   printed   Coral   
Researchers   find   that   fish   really   like   the   3-D   printed   coral   as   much   as   they   did   the   other   coral.   
Read   this   to   find   out   more!  

https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2019/10/191016124633.htm

